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Pinout micro usb male

Communication connectors that use the USB protocol See USB for a broader scope of this topic. Various USB connectors along the centimeter ruler for scale. From left: (1) micro B plug, (2) 8 pin mini B plug (which is strongly similar to 8 pin micro B plug, which is often occupied only 5 pin position), [a] (3) mini B plug, (4)
type A receptacle, [b] (5) type B plug, (6) type B plug. ^ The 8-pin Mini B is a proprietary connector used by many older Japanese cameras for both USB and analog AV outputs. ^ The contact is displayed because it flips. This article provides information about the physical aspects of universal serial buses, USB,
connectors, cables, and power supplies. The initial version of the USB standard designated connector is a connector that is easy to use and has an acceptable lifetime. The standard revision added a useful small connector to the compact portable device. The high-speed development of the USB standard provides
another family of connectors that allow additional data paths. All versions of USB specify cable properties. The version 3.X cable contains additional data paths. The USB standard comes with power to peripherals. The latest version of the standard extends battery charging and device power delivery limits that require up
to 100 watts. USB has been selected as the standard charging format for many phones, reducing the popularity of its own chargers. Comparison of USB connector plugs excluding connector USB-C type plugs The three sizes of USB connectors are default or standard formats for desktop or portable devices, small for
mobile devices, and thin micros sizes for thin mobile devices such as mobile phones and tablets. USB data transfer has five speeds: slow, full-speed, fast (from version 2.0 of the specification), superspeed (from version 3.0), and superspeed+ (from version 3.1). The modes have different hardware and cable
requirements. Usb devices have several choices of implemented modes, and the USB version is not a reliable statement of the implemented mode. The mode is identified by name and icon, and the specification suggests that the plug and receptacle are color-coded (SuperSpeed is identified by blue). Unlike other data
buses (such as Ethernet), USB connections are sent. The host device has a downstream port that connects to the device's upstream port. Only downstream ports provide power. This topology was chosen to easily prevent electrical overload and damaged equipment. Therefore, both ends of the USB cable are different in
A and B, each with a different physical connector. Each format has plugs and receptacles defined for each end of A and B. The USB cable has a plug, and the corresponding receptacle is in a computer or electronic device. Typically, the end of A is in standard form, and the B side is different in standard, mini, and micro.
Mini and micro formats also offer for USB on the goHermad male and female same number AB receptacles that accept A or B plugs. On-the-go allows USB between peers without destroying the direct topology by selecting a host when connecting. In addition, a single receptacle can fulfill dual duties in space-constrained
applications. Connector Properties USB expansion cable, male plug on the left and female socket on the right Connector specified by the USB committee support the number of underlying usb goals and reflect lessons learned from the many connectors used by the computer industry. Female connectors attached to a
host or device are called receptacles, and male connectors connected to cables are called plugs. The official USB specification also regularly defines the terms male for plug and female for receptacle. [2] By design, it is difficult to accidentally insert a USB plug into its outlet. The USB specification requires that cable plugs
and outlets be marked so that the user can recognize the appropriate direction. [1] The USB-C plug is reversible, however. USB cables and small USB devices are held in place by gripping force from the receptacle that does not use screws, clips, or thumb turns when used by other connectors. Different A and B plugs
prevent accidentally connecting the two power supplies. However, some of this oriented topology is lost due to the advent of A-to-A, B-to-B, and sometimes multipurpose USB connections that require Y/splitter cables, such as USB-on-the-go smartphones and USB-powered Wi-Fi routers. For a detailed overview, see the
USB on-the-go connector section below. This may be valid if you have a cable with an A plug at both ends, and the cable contains a USB host-to-host transfer device with two ports. [3] Durability Standard connectors were designed to be more robust than many past connectors. This is because USB is hot-swappable,
connectors are used more frequently than previous connectors, and you probably don't need to be careful. The standard USB has a minimum evaluation lifetime of insertion and removing[4] mini USB receptacles increase this to 5,000 cycles[4], and the new Micro-USB[4] and USB-C receptacles are both designed for a
minimum evaluation lifetime of 10,000 cycles for insertion and removing. To achieve this, a locking device is added, the leaf spring is moved from the jack to the plug, and the most stressful part is on the cable side of the connection. This change has been made to make the connectors on cheap cables wear the most. [6]
In standard USB, the electrical contacts of the USB connector are protected by an adjacent plastic tongue, and the entire connection assembly is usually protected by an enclosing metal shell. The plug shell contacts the outlet in front of the internal pins. The shell is usually grounded to dissipate static electricity and shield
the wires in the connector. CompatibilityThe standard specifies the tolerance of compliant USB connectors to minimize the physical incompatibility of connectors from different vendors. The USB specification defines a limit on the size of the connected device in the area around the plug so that adjacent ports are not
blocked. Compliant devices must meet size limits or support corresponding expansion cables. Pin placement Related Note: USB 3.0 § Pin placement USB 2.0 uses two wires for power supply (VBUS and GND) and two wires for differential serial data signals. The mini and micro connectors move the GND connection
from pin #4 to pin #5, and pin #4 functions as an ID pin for on-the-go host/client identification. [7] USB 3.0 includes two differential pairs (SSTx+, SSTx-, SSRx+, and SSRx-) to provide full-double data transfer in SuperSpeed, similar to serial ATA or single-lane PCI Express. Standard, mini, and micro USB plugs indicate
end-on and cannot be extended. The white area represents a cavity. The plug is drawn with a USB logo at the top. [8] Micro B Super Speed Plug Power (VBUS, 5 V) Data - (D-) Data + (D+) ID (On the Go) GND Super Speed Transmission - (SSTx-) Super Speed Transmission + (SSTx+) GND SuperSpeed Reception -
(SSRx-) Super Speed Reception + (SSRx-) Type A and -B PinOut Pin Name Wire Color Data - 3 D+ green data + 4 GND black/micro ground mini/micro A and -B pin-out pin name wire color[a] Description 1 VBUS red +5 V 2 D-white data - 3D + green data + 4 ID radio -The-Go ID distinguishes the end of the cable: A plug
(host): Connected to GND B plug (device): Un connected 5 GND Black Signal Ground ^a b Some sources D+ and D- have been accidentally swapped. Front panel usb 3.0 switch orange charging dedicated USB port with color card reader. Sagemcom Blue Standard A USB Connector F@ST 3864OP ADSL Modem
Router (Without USB 3.0 Contacts) Normal USB Color Coding Color Location Description Black or White Port &amp; Plug Type A or Type B Blue (Pantone 300) C) Port &amp; Plug Type A or Type B, Super Speed Teal Blue Port &amp; Plug Type A or Type B, Super Speed + Green Port &amp; Plug Type A or Type B,
Qualcomm Quick Charge[9] Purple Plug Only Type A or USB-C, Huawei Supercharged Yellow or Red Port only high current or sleep and charge orange port only high current or sleep charge orange port only, mainly used in industrial hardware. USB ports and connectors are often color-ordered to distinguish between
different features and USB versions. These colors are not part of the USB specification and may vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. For example, the USB 3.0 specification requires proper color coding, and only blue inserts are recommended for standard A USB 3.0 connectors and plugs. [10] Connector type USB
connector type is multiplied as the specification progresses. The original USB specification detailed standard A and standard B plugs and receptacles. Because the connectors were different, the user could not connect the computer receptacle to another computer.The pins on the standard plug are recessed compared to
the power pins, so you can turn on the device before establishing a data connection. Some devices operate in different modes depending on whether a data connection is made or not. The charging dock provides power and does not contain host devices or data pins, so the corresponding USB device can be charged or
operated with a standard USB cable. The charging cable provides a power connection, but not data. In a charging-only cable, the data line shorts to the edge of the device, otherwise the device may reject the charger as unsuitable. Pin configuration end-on-type A plug for standard connector type A plug and Type B plug.
The plug has an elongated rectangular cross-section and is inserted into the Type-A receptacle on the usb host or hub downstream port to carry both power and data. The captive cable of a USB device, such as a keyboard or mouse, is terminationd with a Type A plug. Type B plug: This plug has a square cross section
where the outer corners of the top are close to the beba. Insert it into the upstream port of a device, such as a printer, as part of a removable cable. On some devices, the Type B receptacle does not have a data connection and is used only to accept power from upstream devices. These two connector types (A/B)
methods prevent users from accidentally creating loops. [11] The maximum allowable cross-section of the overmolded boot (part of the connector used to handle it) is 16×8 mm (0.63×0.31) for the standard A plug type and 11.5×10.5 mm (0.45×0.41) for type B. In April 2000, mini A (left) and mini B (right) plug mini USB
connectors were introduced with USB 2.0 and used in small devices such as digital cameras, smartphones and tablet computers. Mini-A and Mini-AB receptacle connectors have been deprecated since May 2007. Mini-B connectors continue to be supported, but are not on-the-go compliant. Mini-B USB connectors were
the standard for transferring data to and from early smartphones and PDAs. Mini A and Mini B plugs are 3×7mm (0.12×0.28). Micro Connector Micro A Plug Micro-B Plug Micro USB Connector announced by USB-IF on January 4, 2007[15][16] has the same width as the Mini-USB, but has about half the thickness and



allows integration into thinner portable devices. Micro-A connector is 6.85×1.8mm (0.270×0.071) with a maximum overmolded boot size of 11.7×8.5mm (0.46×0.33) micro The B connector is 6.85×1.8mm (0.270×0.071) with a maximum overmolding size of 10.6×8.5 mm (0.42×0.33). The thinner Micro-USB connectors
were intended to replace Mini connectors for devices manufactured since May 2007, including smartphones, personal digital assistants and cameras. Micro plug designs are rated with more than 10,000 disconnection cycles over mini plug designs. [15] [18] Micro connectorsIt is also designed to reduce mechanical wear
on the device. Instead, the easy-to-replace cable is designed to bear the mechanical wear of connection and disconnection. The micro USB cable and connector specifications of the Universal Serial Bus detail the mechanical properties of micro-A plugs, micro AB receptacles (which accept both micro-A and micro-B
plugs), double-sided micro USB, micro-B plugs and receptacles, and standard A receptacles to micro-A plug adapters. The OMTP standard micro USB was approved in 2007 by mobile carrier group Open Mobile Terminal Platform (OMTP) as a standard connector for data and power on mobile devices. Micro USB was
accepted as a universal charging solution by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in October 2009. In Europe, micro USB has become a common external power supply (EPS) for use in smartphones sold in the EU, and 14 of the world's largest mobile phone manufacturers have signed the EU's Common
EPS Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). [22] [23] One of the original MoU signatories, Apple, will make available micro USB adapters allowed by the common EPS MoU for iPhones with Apple's own 30-pin dock connector or (later) Lightning connector. [24] [25] According to CEN, Senerek, and ETSI. Backward
compatible with USB 3.x connectors Usb 3.0 micro B Superspeed plug Reference: USB 3.0 § Connector USB 3.0 Introduction Type A Superspeed plugs and receptacles as well as microspeed Type B superspeed plugs and receptacles .3.0 receptacles are backward compatible with plugs before the corresponding 3.0.
USB 3.x and USB 1.x Type-A plugs and receptacles are intended for interoperation. To achieve USB 3.0 superspeed (and SuperSpeed+for USB 3.1 Gen 2), five additional pins have been added to the unused space of the original 4-pin USB 1.0 design, and the USB 3.0 Type-A plug and receptacle are backwards
compatible with those of USB 1.0. On the device side, a modified Micro-B Plug (Micro-B SuperSpeed) is used to accommodate the five additional pins required to achieve USB 3.0 functionality (USB-C plugs are also available). The USB 3.0 Micro-B plug is effectively configured with a standard USB 2.0 Micro-B cable
plug, with a further 5-pin plug stacked on the side. In this way, a cable with a small 5-pin USB 2.0 Micro-B plug can be connected to a device with 10 contact USB 3.0 Micro-B receptacles for backward compatibility. USB cables are present in different plug combinations at both ends of the cable, as shown in the USB
cable matrix. USB 3.0 B Type USB On-the-Go Connector Main Article: USB On the Go USB On the Go (OTG) introduces the concept of devices that perform both master and slave roles. All current OTG devices require a single USB connector (Micro-AB receptacle). (Previously, before the development of micro USB,
on-the-go devices used mini AB receptacles.) Micro AB receptacle is possible to accept both micro-AMicro B plugs connected to any legitimate cable and adapter defined in revision 1.01 of the Micro-USB specification. To enable type AB receptacles and identify which of the cables is connected, the plug has an ID pin in
addition to the four contacts of a standard-size USB connector. This ID pin is connected to the GND of the Type A plug and remains disconnected with the Type B plug. Pull-up resistors in devices are typically used to detect the presence or absence of identity connections. An OTG device with an A plug inserted is called
an A device and serves to power the USB interface as needed, and by default plays the role of host. An OTG device with a B plug inserted is called a B device and by default serves as a peripheral device. OTG devices that do not have a plug inserted are the default to operate as B devices. B If an application on a device
requires a host role, use the Host Negotiation Protocol (NP) to temporarily transfer the host role to the B device. An OTG device connected to a peripheral-only B device or a standard/embedded host has a cable-secured role. Citation required USB-C USB-C Plug Usb-C Plug Usb-C plug with USB-C plug The main article
of a laptop laptop: Usb-C USB 3.1 specification was developed around the same time as the USB-C USB 3.1 specification, but USB-C specification 1.0 defined a new small reversible plug connector for USB devices that was finalized in August 2014. Usb-C plugs are connected to both hosts and devices, replacing
various Type A and Type B connectors and cables with future standards of end-of-life. [26]24-pin double-sided connectors include four power ground pairs, two differential pairs for USB 2.0 data buses (only one pair is implemented on a USB-C cable), and four for SuperSpeed data buses. It provides two pairs (only two
pairs are used in USB 3.1 mode), two sideband pins, a VCONN +5 V power supply for active cables, and a dedicated cable and cable for B.D (B.d) configuration. [29] Type A and Type B adapters and cables are required to connect older devices to USB-C hosts. Adapters and cables with USB-C receptacles are not
available. [31] A full-featured USB-C 3.1 cable is an electronically marked cable that contains full wires and chips with configuration data channels and vendor-defined message (VDM) identity features for usb power delivery 2.0 specifications. In addition to the baseline 900 mA, USB-C devices also support 1.5 A and 3.0
A supply currents on a 5 V power bus. The device can negotiate the increased USB current through the configuration line or use both the BMC-coded configuration line and the traditional BFSK coded VBUS circuit to support the full power supply specification. Alternate mode dedicated some of the physical wires on the
USB-C cable for direct device-to-host transmission of alternative dataRequired Two USB 2.0 pins and one configuration pin can be used for alternate mode transmission only for four fast lanes, two sideband pins, and docking stations, removable devices, and persistent cable applications. The mode is configured using
VDM through the configuration channel. Host and device interface receptacle USB plugs fit a single receptacle, with notable exceptions for USB on-the-go AB support and general backward compatibility of USB 3.0. USB connector mating table (image not scaling) ↓ Receptacle Plug USB A USB 3.0 A SS USB B USB 3.0
B SS USB Mini A USB Mini B USB Micro-A1 USB Micro B USB 3.0 Micro B USB-- C USB A Yes Only Non-Super Speed No SS Only Super Speed Yes No No, USB B No No, NO, USB 3.0 B SS No Only non-super speed no, no USB mini mini deprecated no, deprecated no, USB Mini B No, USB Micro AB No, USB
Micro-B No No Only non-superspeed Yes, USB No Compatible Micro A Receptacle has been designed so far. USB Cable Table Plug, Each End USB A USB Mini A USB Micro A USB B USB Mini B USB Micro B USB USB USB 3.0 Micro B USB C USB A Own, Dangerous Proprietary, Dangerous Yes USB Mini A
Proprietary, No Risk Deprecated Non-Recommended No-No USB Micro A Proprietary No danger no non-standard No USB B recommended Non-standard No USB Mini B recommended Non-standard NO USB Mini B Yes Non-standard NO OTG Non-standard No-YesUSB Micro B Yes, non-standard Yes OTG non-
standard OTG non-standard no, no OTG non-standard USB C yes, yes own owned, no dangerous inherent uses that exist for a specific purpose, It is non-interoperable with USB-IF compliant equipment and can damage both devices when plugged in. In addition to the above cable assembly consisting of two plugs, the
adapter cable with Micro-A plug and standard A receptacle complies with the USB specification. [8] Other connector combinations are not compliant. An A-to-A assembly is called a cable ,such as a transfer tool cable. However, there is a pair of non-cable USB devices in the center of these devices. The non-standard
USB standard does not exhaustively list all combinations that use type A and a single B connector, but most such cables are likely to work. OTG non-standard public OTG cables address the widespread misuse of micro-B and mini-B receptacles for OTG devices (both plugs are accepted as opposed to micro AB and
Mini-AB). Al not compliant with USB standards, these cables do not provide a risk of device damage since at least type BThe device is not powered by default. Some deprecated older devices and cables with Mini-A connectors are certified by USB-IF. Mini-A connectors are obsolete: There is no new Mini-A connector,
and neither Mini-A or Mini-AB receptacles are authenticated. [13] Note: Mini-B is not deprecated, but it has been used less since micro-B arrived. Proprietary connectors and formats Manufacturers of personal electronic devices may not include USB standard connectors in their products for technical or marketing
reasons. Some manufacturers, such as Apple, offer dedicated cables that allow devices to be physically connected to USB standard ports. Full functionality of dedicated ports and cables with USB standard ports is not guaranteed. For example, some devices only use USB connections for battery charging and do not
implement data transfer capabilities. [34] Some manufacturers currently offer USB magnetic port adapters. As of 2018, all products have their own incompatible designs. Magnetic connectors were mainly developed for mobile phone devices with micro B, USB-C or Apple lightning ports. They are intended to provide ease
of operation and also protect mobile device connectors from deterioration under mechanical action of connection and disconnection. Citation Required Cable Connection Data + and Data - USB twisted pairs in which conductors are double-twisted together. The wire is surrounded by a further layer of shielding. D± signals
are carried in twisted pairs (usually unshielded) to reduce noise and crosstalk. SuperSpeed uses separate transmit-receive differential pairs and requires additional shielding (shielded twisted pairs are usually mentioned in the specification, but stinax is also mentioned in the specification). Therefore, to support
SuperSpeed data transmission, the cable contains twice as many wires and therefore has a larger diameter. Under the USB 1.1 standard, standard cables can be up to 5 meters (16 feet 5 inches) long on devices operating at full speed (12 Mbit/s) and up to 3 meters (9 feet 10 inches) long on devices operating at low
speeds (1.5 Mbit/s). [36] [37] USB 2.0 provides cable lengths of up to 5 m (16 ft 5 in.) for devices operating at high speed (480 Mbit/s). The main reason for this limitation is a maximum allowable round-trip delay of approximately 1.5 μs. If a USB host command is not answered by a USB device within an acceptable
amount of time, the host considers the command lost. When you add the response time of a USB device, the delay from the maximum number of hubs added to the delay due to the connection of the cable, and the allowable maximum delay per cable reach 26 ns. The USB 2.0 specification requires a cable delay of less
than 5.2 ns/m (1.6 ns/ft) (192000 km/s). The USB 3.0 standard does not require that the maximum length of the cable be specified directly, only that all cables meet electrical cables.For copper cables with AWG 26 wires, the maximum practicality length is 3 meters (9 feet 10 inches). [40] Power SUPPLY USB Power
Standard Specification Current Voltage (Max) Low Power Supply 100 mA 5 V 0.50 W Low Power Superspeed (USB 3.0) Device 150 mA 5 V 0.75 W High Power Device 500 m A[ a] 5V 2.5W High Power Superspeed (USB 3.0) Device 900mA[b] 5V 4.5W Multilane Superspeed (USB 3.2 Gen x2) Device 1.5 A[c] 5V 7.5W
Battery Charge (BC) 1.1 1.5 A 5V 7.5W Battery Charge (BC) 1.2 5A 5V 25W USB-C 1.5A 5V 7.5W 3A V 15W Power Supply 1.0 Micro - USB 3 A 20V 60W Power Delivery 1.0 Type A/B 5 A 20V 100W Power Transmission 2.0/3.0 Type-C 5 A[ d] 20 V 100 W ^ Up to 5 unit loads; ^ Loads of up to 6 units. On SuperSpeed
devices, a unit has a load of 150 mA. ^ Loads of up to 6 units. For multi-lane devices, a single unit has a load of 250 mA. ^ &gt; 3A (60W) operation requires an electronic cable that provides 5 A. USB power with 5V ±5% USB power to power usb downstream devices. To allow voltage drop, the voltage on the hub port is
specified in the range of 4.40-5.25 V at USB 2.0 and is not specific enough to check with 4.45–5.25 V[41] USB 3.0 Device configuration and low-power features must operate up to 4.40 V on the hub port on USB 2.0, and device configuration, low-power, and high-power features must operate up to 4.00 V on the device
port through USB 3.0. Device power drawer limits are described for unit loads of 100 mA or 150 mA for SuperSpeed devices. A low-power device must cause a single unit load and operate as a low-power device before all devices are configured. High-power devices must be configured and can then draw up to 5-unit
loads (500 mA) or 6-unit loads (900 mA) of SuperSpeed devices, as specified in the configuration. [42] [43] [44] [45] That is, maximum power may not be available. A bus power hub is a high-power device that provides a low-power port. Pull one unit load on the hub controller and one unit load for each port. Hubs may
also include some removable features instead of ports. A self-powered hub is a device that provides a high-power port. Optionally, the hub controller can draw power that operates as a low-power device, but all high-power ports are pulled from the hub's self-power source. If the device (such as a high-speed disk drive)
requires more power than a high-power device can draw, [46] works erratically from a single-port bus supply. USB provides these devices as self-powered. However, such devices come with a Y-shaped cable with two USB plugs (one for power and data, and the other for power only), which may draw power as two
devices. [47] Such cables are not standard and are described as USB peripherals with USB-compliant specifications that the use of Y cables (cables with two A plugs) is prohibited by USB peripherals, meaning if a USB peripheral requires more power than USB allows.It is designed, it must have self-power. [48]
Reference: USB Hub § Power USB Battery Charge Usb Battery Charging defines a charging port that is a downstream charging port (CDP), a dedicated charging port (DCP) with or without data. A dedicated charging port can be found on the USB power adapter for running connected devices and battery packs. Charging
ports on both types of hosts are labeled. Charging devices identify charging ports by non-data signaling on D+ and D-terminals. Dedicated charging ports place resistors that do not exceed 200 Ω D+ and D-terminals. [49] [50] According to the basic specifications, devices connected to a standard downstream port (SDP)
must initially be a low-power device and will experience high-power mode depending on the usb configuration later by the host. However, the charging port can immediately provide currents from 0.5 to 1.5 A. The charging port must not be current-limited below 0.5 A and must not shut down below 1.5A or before the
voltage drops to 2V[49][49] because these currents are greater than the original standard, the extra voltage drop on the cable reduces the noise margin and causes high-speed signaling problems. Battery charge specification 1.1 specifies that the charging device must dynamically limit bus supply current drawers during
fast signaling. [51] 1.2 specifies that the charging device and port must be designed to allow high ground voltage differences in high-speed signaling. Revision 1.2 of the specification was released in 2010. Several changes have been made to increase the limit, such as allowing 1.5 A to charge downstream ports on
unsted devices, allowing high-speed communication with currents up to 1.5 A, and setting the maximum current to 5 A. It also removes support for charging port detection through the resistor mechanism. [52] Before the battery charging specification was defined, there was no standardized way for portable devices to see
the current available. For example, apple iPod and iPhone chargers indicate the current available at voltages on D-and D+ lines. If D+ = D- = 2.0 V, the device may be raised to 900 mA. If D+ = 2.0 V and D- = 2.8 V, the device may raise the current to 1 A. [53] If D+ = 2.8 V and D- = 2.0 V, the device may raise the current
to 2 A. [54] Portable devices with accessory charging adapter (ACA) USB on-the-go ports may need to charge and access USB peripherals at the same time, but they can be prevented by having only a single port (both on-the-go and space requirements). An accessory charging adapter (ACA) is a device that provides
portable charging power to the on-the-go connection between the host and the peripheral. The ACA has three ports: the OTG port for portable devices must have a Micro-A plug in the captive cable. Accessory port that must have a micro AB or Type A receptacle. Also, the charging port that needs to have a micro-B
receptacle,Cable plug or charger. Although the ID pins on the OTG port are not normally connected to the plug, they are connected to the ACA itself, and signals other than the floating and grounded states of the OTG are used for ACA detection and state signaling. The charging port does not pass data, but uses a D-±
port charge detection. The accessory port functions as the other port. If properly notified by the ACA, the portable device can be charged from the bus power supply as if a charging port existed. The OTG signal through the bus power supply is passed to the portable device via the ID signal. Bus power is also
transparently supplied from the charging port to the accessory port. [49] USB Power Supply (USB PD) USB Type-C Charging Logo (USB4 20 Gbps Port) USB PD Rev. 1.0 Source Profile [55] Profile +5 V +12 V +20 V 0 Reserved 1 2.0 A, 10 W[a] N/A N/A 2 1.5 A, 18 W 3.0 A, 36 W 4.0 A, 36 W 4.0 A 60 W 5 5.0 A, 60 W
5.0 A, 100 W ^ Default Boot Profile USB PD rev. 2.0/3.0 Power Supply Regulation[56][57] Power Rating (W Current: (A) +5 V +9 V +15 V +20 V 0.5-15 0.1-3.0 (15 W) 1.67–3.0 27–45 3.0 (27 W) 1.8–3.0 45–60 3.0 (45 W) 2.25–3.0 60–100 3.0–5.0[a] ^ Electronic In July 2012, the USB Promoter Group announced the final
decision on the USB Power Supply (PD) specification (USB PD rev. 1) of the 5 USB Power Supply Power Supply Rule 3.0 version 1.2 2 marked with. The device can request high current and supply voltage from the compliant host - up to 2 A (up to 10 W power consumption), optionally up to 3 A or 5 A at either 12 V (36
W or 60 W) or 20 V (60 W or 100 W). In either case, both host-to-host and device-to-device configurations are supported. The intention is to allow laptops, tablets, USB-powered discs and similarly high-power appliances to be charged uniformly as a natural extension of existing European and Chinese mobile phone
charging standards. This can also affect the way the power used for small devices is transmitted and used in both residential and public buildings. [60] [61] The standard is designed to coexist with previous USB battery charging specifications. The first power supply specification defined six fixed power profiles for power
supplies. PD-enabled devices implement flexible power management schemes by connecting to power supplies via bidirectional data channels and requesting power of up to 5 A and 20 V at a certain level depending on the supported profiles. The power configuration protocol uses a BFSK encoded transmission channel
of 24 MHz on the VBUS line. Revision 2.0 of the USB power specification (USB PD Rev. 2.0) was released as part of the USB 3.1 suite. [56] [63] [64] Cover USB-C cables and connectorsFour power/ground pairs and separate configuration channels host DC-coupled low-frequency BMC code data channels to reduce the
possibility of RF interference. The power supply protocol has been updated to facilitate USB-C features such as cable ID functionality, alternative mode negotiation, increased VBUS current, and VCONN power accessories. In revision 2.0, version 1.2 of the USB power supply specification, six fixed power profiles for
power supply were deprecated. [66] USB PD power rules replace power profiles and define four standard voltage levels: 5 V, 9 V, 15 V, and 20 V. Instead of six fixed profiles, the power supply can support maximum output power from 0.5 W to 100 W. Usb Power Specification Revision 3.0 defines a programmable power
supply (PPS) protocol that provides fine control over the VBUS supply in 20 mV steps to facilitate constant current or constant voltage charging. Revision 3.0 also includes extended configuration messages, fast role swap, and deprecating the BFSK protocol. [57] [67] Since April 2016,[update], there are silicon controllers
available from multiple sources such as TI and Cypress. [69] The power supplies that come with USB-C-based laptops support USB PD. [71] Additional accessories support USB PD Rev. 2.0 with multiple voltages. [72] [73][74][75] USB Type-C Charging Port Certified USB Fast Charger Logo January 8, 2018 USB-IF
announced the Certified USB Fast Charger logo for chargers using the Programmable Power Supply (PPS) protocol from the USB Power Supply 3.0 specification. Before powering up, mobile phone vendors used custom protocols to exceed the USB-BCS 7.5 W cap. For example, Qualcomm's Quick Charge 2.0 can
deliver 18 W at high voltages, VOOC offers 20 W at a normal 5 V.[77], and some of these technologies (such as Quick Charge 4) eventually become compatible with USB PD again. Sleep and Charge Port A yellow USB port that indicates a sleep-and-charge USB port can be used to charge electronic devices even when
the computer hosting the port is turned off. Typically, when the computer is turned off, the USB port turns off. This feature is also implemented in some laptop docking stations that allow the device to charge, even if the laptop does not exist. On laptops, charging the device from a USB port when it is not powered by ac
drains the laptop's battery. Most laptops have the feature to stop charging if your battery charge level gets too low. [80] Sleep-and-charge USB ports may appear in a different color than regular ports, usually red or yellow. Citation required On Dell, HP, and Toshiba laptops, the port has a standard USB symbol and a
lightning or battery icon on the right. [81] Dell calls this feature PowerShare(82) and must be enabled in the BIOS. Toshiba calls it USB Sleep and Charge. [83] On Acer and Packard Bell laptops,The USB port has a non-standard symbol (USB characters for drawing the battery). This feature is called power-off USB. [84]
Lenovo always calls this feature on USB. [85] Mobile phone charger standards in China As of June 14, 2007 [Update], all new phones applying for licenses in China must use a USB port as a power port for battery charging. [86] This was the first standard to use the rule of shorting D+ and D- on chargers. OMTP/GSMA
Universal Charging Solutions In September 2007, the Open Mobile Terminal Platform Group (a forum of mobile network operators and manufacturers such as Nokia, Samsung, Motorola, Sony Ericsson and LG) announced that its members had agreed on Micro-USB as the future common connector for mobile devices.
[89] On February 17, 2009, the GSM Association (GSMA) followed suit.[91][92][93][94], April 22, 2009, Further approved by the CTIA- Wireless Association [95], which announced that the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has accepted the universal charging solution as an energy efficient one charger fit - an
entirely new mobile phone solution, it states that based on the microUSB interface, UCS chargers will include an efficiency rating of 4 stars or more. [96] EU Smartphone Power Standards Main Article: General External Power In June 2009, many of the world's largest mobile phone manufacturers signed an EC-sponsored
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) and agreed to make most data-enabled phones sold in the European Union compatible with a common external power supply (common EPS). The EU's general EPS specification (EN 62684:2010) refers to the USB battery charging specification and is similar to the GSMA/OMTP
and Chinese charging solutions. [97] In January 2011, the International Electro-Standards Commission (IEC) published a version of the (EU) common EPS standard as IEC 62684:2011. [99] Fast charging standard Various standards that support charging devices faster (non-USB) than usb battery charging standards
(USB-#BCS). If the device does not recognize the fast charging standard, the device and charger generally return to the 5 V USB battery charging standard at 1.5 A (7.5 W). When the device detects that it is connected to the charger with a compatible fast charging standard, the device instructs the charger to draw more
current, the device raises the voltage, or both to increase power (details vary by standard). [100] Such standards include: [100] Qualcomm Quick Charge MediaTek Pump Express Samsung Adaptive Fast Charging OpPO Super VOOC Flash Charge, Dash charge or warp charge of OnePlus devices, Dart charge of
Realme devices, etc., some USB devices require more power than allowed by the single port specification. This is common to the outside worldFor optical disk drives, and devices with motors and lamps in general. Such devices can use external power supplies allowed by the standard or dual input USB cables, one of
which is for power and data transfer, the other is dedicated to power supply only, and the device becomes a non-standard USB device. Some USB ports and external hubs can actually provide more power to a USB device than required by the specification, but standards-compliant devices may not depend on it. The USB
specification limits the inrush current (i.e., the current used to charge decoupling and filter capacitors) in addition to limiting the total average power used by the device when it first connects. Otherwise, connecting the device can cause problems with the host's internal power supply. If the USB host is suspended, the USB
device must automatically enter ultra-low-power suspend mode. However, many USB host interfaces do not power off usb devices when suspended. Some non-standard USB devices use 5V power without joining the appropriate USB network to negotiate host interfaces and power drawers. These are usually called USB
decorations. Examples include USB power keyboard lights, fans, mag coolers and heaters, battery chargers, small vacuum cleaners, and even miniature lava lamps. In most cases, these items do not contain digital circuitry and are therefore not standards-compliant USB devices. This can cause problems on some
computers, such as pulling out a lot of current and damaging the circuit. Before the USB battery charge specification, the USB specification required the device to be connected in low-power mode (up to 100 mA) and communicate current requirements to the host. Some devices connected to the charging port draw more
power (10 watts at 2.1 ampes) than the battery charge specification. [102] Negotiate the current pull at the data pin voltage. Barnes &amp; Noble Nook color devices require a special charger that works at 1.9 ampes. [103] PoweredUSB Main Article: PoweredUSB PoweredUSB is a unique extension that addes four
additional pins that provide up to 6 A at 5 V, 12 V, or 24 V. It is commonly used in POS systems to power peripherals such as barcode reader, credit card terminals, and printers. Micro USB interfaces are common in mobile phone chargers. Australian and New Zealand power sockets with USB charger socket Y-shaped
USB 3.0 cable. Such a cable allows the device to draw power from two USB ports at the same time. A small device that provides voltage and current read-outs to devices charged via USB, this USB power meter provides additional charge read (in mAh) and data logging. Mini Fan USB Driven Vacuum Cleaner Reference
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